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Katherine Brinton Joins Green Bay Packaging Baltimore
HUNT VALLEY, MD— August 16, 2016 – Green Bay Packaging (GBP) is
pleased to announce that Katherine Brinton has recently accepted the position of
Sales Executive for the Baltimore Division.
"I'm thrilled to be joining Green Bay Packaging,” remarked Katherine Brinton.
“I'm looking forward to being a part of the Baltimore Division and supporting
their growth strategy to enhance its strong position in the market." In her new
position, Brinton is responsible for developing and strengthening new and existing
customer relationships for business in the Baltimore and Mid-Atlantic market.
Brinton comes to GBP with nearly 10 years of corrugated sales experience. Outside of her position as an account
manager, Brinton has had a broad range of experiences from packaging sales to event planning
and corporate gift giving. She has utilized her skills to foster B2B and B2C sales and relationships.
"Katie is a great fit for Green Bay Packaging's Baltimore Division,” states Dave Pollock, General Manager of the
Baltimore Division. “She has extensive knowledge and experience successfully solving the packaging challenges of
customers across multiple industries"

About The Baltimore Division
At Green Bay Packaging’s Baltimore Division, we blend knowledge and skill with creativity to develop,
manufacture, and deliver revolutionary industrial and retail corrugated packaging products. We are transforming the
industry in our region by raising the bar in the arenas of quality, graphics, and creativity. Our landmark
achievements have added value for our customers, with greater profitability, reduced waste, and improved
quality. In addition to offering outstanding design and a wide array of production capabilities, GBP Baltimore
provides highly skilled and talented associates that play a vital role in providing a service that strengthens our
customer’s ability to compete in the marketplace.

About Green Bay Packaging Inc.
Started in 1933, Green Bay Packaging is a family-owned, vertically integrated company consisting of corrugated
container plants, folding cartons, recycled and virgin linerboard mills, pressure-sensitive label roll stock, specialty
converting operations, timberlands, and a sawmill facility. Headquartered in Green Bay, Wis., Green Bay Packaging
Inc. is dedicated to innovative development of its products and forestry resources, with a focus on quality,
sustainability and continuous improvement throughout all of its manufacturing facilities in 14 states. For more
information about Green Bay Packaging, visit www.gbp.com

